FAM OI LING
I really appreciate my T1 lecturer. She is a good lecturer. She always shares her ideas with other people. She is a helpful person.

CUI LAN
Mr James Kwan has been my lecturer since paper 1.2, and I have been winning 3 prizes under his guidance. This wouldn’t be achievable without his continuous encouragement and motivations. Mr James Kwan is a very dedicated and good lecturer. He has the charisma and ability to get students to aim high. He is always patient to clear student’s doubts and explain his students with wider and deeper knowledge than what is required by the syllabus. Once again, thanks a million James!

LAU WAN JIA
SAA is a great platform to study ACCA. The lecturers are good and the notes are comprehensive. I would like to express my heartfelt gratitude to Mr Chee Hay Khoeng for making learning paper 2.1 a joy rather than a chore. In addition, I would like to thank Mr James Kwan for his dedication and commitment in teaching.
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SIDDHARTH BAHARAN
I would like to thank my lecturers Ms Nagge, Mr Ben Lee, Mr Manik, Ms Tan Mei Ling for their efforts and encouragement in helping me through my ACCA studies. To Mr Goh, thank you for your encouragement and for equipping me with the skills in financial reporting, tax, and audit to progress at work and my ACCA. To Mr James, thank you for the many Q & A, and encouragement you had provided in clearing the final three.

WEEN CHEW YIN
The lecturer has imparted invaluable skills and knowledge to me which benefit to my studies. SAA has also provided a very conducive learning environment for learning to take place.

ZANG XIN
I would like to take this opportunity to convey my appreciation to SAA and my lecturers, especially Mr Ben Lee. Millions thanks to his clear explanations and complete notes. Mr Ben Lee makes the class lively and comprehensible with his excellent effort, technical knowledge and professional experience, and also thanks SAA for providing a good environment for study.

TOH WEN LI WENDY
I would like to thank Ms Geetha, my lecturer for paper 3.2, for her guidance. With the many examples and exam questions used during her lecture it has made tax a much easier subject to understand and apply.
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CHEONG WANGSHU
I would like to give great thanks to Mr Ben Lee, who is my T1, 13 lecturers. He is very experienced and professional and has gift of making subjects being understood much more easily in an interesting way. He helps me lay down my foundations in areas of accounting by his concise but shooting notes, past year exam question papers providing clear explanation. In addition, he is very patient to answer student’s questions. I would also like to take opportunity to thank Ms Mary Tan and Mr Nagge, because of your hard working, I can pass all the exams.

FOONG LING HUEI
I must confess that I had doubts when I first saw Mr Andy Tan. How could SAA employ this young man who neither looks like nor behaves like conventional lecturer? But I was proven wrong as the classes went on. Andy has unconventional methods of teaching, which made understanding easy. His imaginative mnemonics made remembering key concepts a piece of cake. His notes were short and concise. Thank you, SAA, for opening up my mind. And thank you Andy!

HUI XIAO DI
I would like to take this opportunity to express my appreciation to my lecturers, especially Mr Ben Lee. Millions thanks to his clear explanations and complete notes. Mr Ben Lee makes the class lively and comprehensible with his excellent effort, technical knowledge and professional experience, and also thanks SAA for providing a good environment for study.

WANG LIN
I am very lucky that I have Mr Philip Woo as my 2.1 teacher. He is very experienced and very helpful. Thanks to his tips before exam, it saved a lot of time in reviewing the knowledge learned before.

LI MA
Mr James Kwan is a very responsible lecturer, the way he gives us lecture is very clear. Direct and detailed. He is very patient to his very patient lecturers always stay until very late just to answer the question that the students don’t understand. He always said “any question just ask me, I will leave only if you all understand” I really want to give my million thanks to him, I won’t make this achievement without the help of him.

LU DAN
I wish to take this opportunity to thank my lecturer, Mr Ben Lee. I am very happy to have him as my lecturer. He is very knowledgeable and always makes his lectures interesting. His teaching methods are very effective and I have been able to grasp the concepts easily.

YUEN YI XIN
Many thanks to my lecturer Mr Ben Lee. Mr Manik and Ms Tan Mei Ling! A heartfelt gratitude in their encouragement and belief in me.